VOLA is the creator of the original modern tap. Our contemporary product range continues to be led by the pure geometric forms of Arne Jacobsen and Verner Overgaard. The company’s unrivalled mix of modern technology and modular design integrates water into architecture with understated simplicity.

VOLA stands for excellence in design, craftsmanship, and responsible manufacturing with a constant emphasis on research, development and innovation. VOLA products can be found in many distinguished private houses and public buildings around the world, pairing award-winning product design with award-winning architecture.

2471R 090E
One handle build-in mixer with diverter and swivel spout. In brushed stainless steel.
In the late Sixties, the owner of VOLA, Verner Overgaard was inspired by the challenge of creating a tap with hidden pipes and plumbing, placing equal emphasis on contemporary design and function.

Overgaard’s design principals were closely aligned with Arne Jacobsen, the celebrated architect and product designer, who had recently won a competition to design the National Bank of Denmark. Jacobsen, with his combination of bold Modernist design integrity and his eye for the minutest detail, was the ideal partner for this challenge.

It was at the National Bank of Denmark that the iconic VOLA tap design made its first public appearance, attracting immediate international acclaim. With just the spout and lever visible, it was our first fully integrated, single lever mixer tap, with a legendary name attached to its conception.

Prioritising function and proportion without compromising style or grace, the new VOLA products became celebrated classics and Jacobsen’s design was to change little in almost fifty years. Much imitated but never equalled, VOLA has been the designers’ & architects choice ever since.
From the earliest days of the company, VOLA has emphasised the importance of craftsmanship and the role of hand-made processes in creating their products, so that every product coming out of the factory is finished to an exceptional level of detail.

At VOLA, traditional techniques like hand-polishing are used alongside modern machine tools to maintain high levels of quality and efficiency throughout the manufacturing process. These have resulted in continuous improvements and enhancements across the entire product range. Our modular range evolves with innovation and design integrity at its core.
THE JOURNEY OF A PRODUCT
OUR HEAD SHOWER
Classically modern in form and crafted from the highest quality materials, VOLA products are pure design inspiration. Precision machining, grinding, brushing and polishing is used on superior grade solid brass, bars and stainless steel, ensuring every VOLA product is meticulously shaped and beautifully finished. Specially developed techniques add the unique VOLA touch, transforming unfinished metal ingots into perfectly conceived products.
MODULAR BY DESIGN
The beauty of VOLA is the flexibility found within strict order. The original designs have been greatly expanded over the decades, with an almost infinite variety of valves, handles, plates and accessories. Available in a wide range of finishes, from sleek, brushed stainless steel to warm, natural brass, together with 14 vibrant colours. VOLA products can be configured to your space and requirements while always retaining their design integrity.

The first VOLA mixer, the 111, is the essence of pared back form, a circle within a circle, bisected by a simple line.
Specified by the best

Architects have always had a strong affinity with VOLA, drawn to its minimal aesthetic and exceptional flexibility. From international airports to leading art galleries. The world’s leading architects chose VOLA to enhance their interior experience.
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Made to order in Denmark to the very highest standards, VOLA is a pre-eminent design brand with international studios and showrooms. Our products have been installed worldwide with our experts on hand to assist with every aspect of design, specification and service.

Ever since the debut of the very first VOLA products, the name has been synonymous with contemporary design. Today, VOLA can be found inside avant-garde opera houses and cultural spaces, bold apartment blocks and stunning private houses, from Europe to the Americas and the Far East.

MONDRIAN LONDON HOTEL, LONDON
Shown opposite, the Mondrian London Hotel encapsulates the city’s contemporary glamour. Its rich mix of colour, form and material defining a new luxury aesthetic with strong hints of the city’s maritime past.

THE LANDMARK MANDARIN ORIENTAL, HONG KONG
Shown right, a legendary hotel, Hong Kong’s Landmark Mandarin Oriental is the original international destination, its name now synonymous with elegance and luxury around the world.
VOLA products can be tailored to any interior, regardless of scale, application or style. Total flexibility and beautiful form will always be fundamental VOLA qualities.

1. Aldar Central Market, Abu Dhabi
2. Park Hyatt Seoul, South Korea
3. Studio Furillen, Sweden
4. Musikens Hus, Denmark
5. Jumeirah Emirates Towers, Dubai
6. Armani Hotel Dubai, Dubai
7. Aalto Aarhus Art Museum, Denmark
8. Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
9. Thermalbad & Spa Zürich, Switzerland
10. YachPlus superyacht
V&A MUSEUM, LONDON
Shown opposite, housing the world’s most comprehensive collection of art and design, the Victoria and Albert Museum is a monument to human creativity through the ages.

BONHAMS, LONDON
Shown right, Bonhams is a major player in the global art market, and its iconic new London premises, designed by Lifschutz Davidson Sandilands, is an award-winning, multi-functional auction space.
Basin mixers
The original designs of the 111 and HV1 are timeless.

111
One-handle build-in mixer with fixed spout, in polished chrome.

HV1
Shown opposite, one-handle mixer with fixed spout, in brushed stainless steel.
HV1
One-handle mixer with fixed spout, in polished chrome.
One-handle mixer with fixed spout, with waste fitting, in polished copper. (from the Exclusive Colour Series).

Shown opposite, one-handle mixer with fixed spout, with waste fitting, in brushed stainless steel.

HV3
One-handle mixer with fixed spout and pop-up waste, in brushed stainless steel.

HV1M
Same as HV1 with medium lever, in brushed stainless steel.

HV1L+170
Same as HV1 with long lever and with height of 290 mm, in brushed stainless steel.
KV1
One-handle mixer with double swivel spout, in deep brilliant black (from the Exclusive Colour Series), and shown opposite, in white.
KV4
Shown opposite, three-hole basin mixer with double swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.

590 T36
Shown top right, one-handle mixer with double swivel spout and deck-mounted soap dispenser, in brushed stainless steel.
FS2
Free-standing wash basin mixer, in polished chrome.
The HV10 has a classic silhouette: its graceful swivel spout is paired with discreet handles.

**HV10**
Shown opposite, Three-hole mixer with swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.

**590A**
One-handle mixer with swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.

**590G**
One-handle mixer with swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.

**590H**
One-handle mixer with swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.
The purity of the curve is exemplified by the flowing lines of the 590 one-handle mixer.
590A
One-handle mixer with swivel spout, in polished chrome.

590H
Shown opposite, one-handle mixer with swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.
Two-handle build-in mixer with fixed spout, waste fitting and trap, in brushed stainless steel.

Shown opposite, one-handle build-in mixer with fixed spout and waste fitting, in brushed copper (from the Exclusive Colour Series).
RS10
Electronic soap dispenser, in white, with brushed stainless steel surround.

4321 RS10
Shown opposite, build-in basin tap with on-off sensor for ‘hands-free’ operation in brushed stainless steel, and electronic soap dispenser, in white, with brushed stainless steel surround.
4911 Build-in basin mixer with on-off sensor for ‘hands-free’ operation, in polished chrome.

4811 Shown opposite, build-in basin tap with on-off sensor for ‘hands-free’ operation, in brushed stainless steel.
HVIE T36
Basin mixer with on-off sensor for ‘hands-free’ operation with deck-mounted soap dispenser T36, in polished chrome.
Shown opposite and above, basin pillar tap with on-off sensor for ‘hands-free’ operation, in brushed stainless steel.
Kitchen mixers
KV1
One-handle mixer with double swivel spout, in polished chrome.
One-handle mixer with double swivel spout and medium lever in brushed stainless steel.

KV1 is the original. An architectural composition of subtle curves and precise junctions that represents the perfect intersection of craft and technology.
Our processes are continuously refined. The brushed stainless steel that forms such an integral component of the VOLA aesthetic has a distinctive character, yet retains high corrosion resistance.

KV1
Shown left. One-handle mixer with double swivel spout, in brushed copper. (from the Exclusive Colour Series)
Above, in brushed stainless steel.
KV1-500T1
One-handle mixer with double swivel spout, one-handle mixer with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
500MT1-590M
One-handle mixer with medium lever, hand shower and one-handle mixer with medium lever and double swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.
One-handle mixer with swivel spout, in black chrome. (From the Exclusive Colour Series).
KV15
Two-handle mixer with swivel spout, in polished chrome.
One-handle build-in mixer with double swivel spout, in brushed stainless steel.

Shown opposite, one-handle build-in mixer with double swivel spout and backplate, in brushed stainless steel.
Two-handle build-in mixer with double swivel spout, in polished chrome.
Bathroom mixers
FS1
Free-standing bath mixer with hand shower, in polished chrome.
Pure, functional and elegant, the FS1 free-standing bath mixer forms a striking sculptural object within any space.
FS1
Free-standing bath mixer with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
Detail of COMBI-22 Temperature control handle, in polished chrome.

COMBI-22 Shown opposite, thermostatic mixer with three-way diverter, spout, head and hand shower, in polished chrome.

071 Hand shower and hand shower holder with non-return valve, in polished chrome.
Swivel bath spout in brushed stainless steel.
2143TB
One-handle build-in mixer, in brushed stainless steel.

SC10
Shown opposite, one-handle mixer with double swivel spout and hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
One-handle build-in mixer with fixed spout, in dark gold. (from the Exclusive Colour Series).

090FM-90D
Shown opposite, floor-mounted bath spout, in dark gold. (from the Exclusive Colour Series).
BK13
Two-handle mixer with swivel spout for bath filling and mixer with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
5401
Thermostatic mixer with shut off valve, temperature control and two-way diverter, in polished chrome.

5411C-071
Shown opposite, thermostatic mixer with fixed spout, hand shower and hand shower holder, in polished chrome.

071
Hand shower and hand shower holder with non-return valve, in polished chrome.
5414C-051A
Thermostatic mixer with diverter, fixed spout and ceiling-mounted head shower, in brushed stainless steel.

121 Shown below mirror, one-handle build-in mixer, in brushed stainless steel.
Every VOLA product brings precision and purity to life, helping to enhance your daily wellness rituals.

SHOWN

Shown opposite, Waterfall Shower, doubling here as a bath filler in polished chrome.

COMBI-34

Thermostatic mixer with two-way diverter, Waterfall and hand shower in polished chrome.
Shower mixers
FS3

Free-standing thermostatic shower with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.

The ultimate minimalist statement, the FS3 shower delivers high-performance bathing within a free-standing unit of pure, uncompromised form.
FS3
Free-standing thermostatic shower with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
Our Round-head shower takes inspiration from the most perfect natural form of all.
The Round-head shower is highly sustainable and easily adaptable to any space. The award-winning design is pure VOLA, with its meticulously detailed shower plate available in a variety of beautiful finishes. It is shaped for maximum coverage, whether wall- or ceiling-mounted.

060
Shown opposite, wall-mounted Round-head shower, in brushed stainless steel.

5471R-061A
Thermostatic mixer with two-way diverter, hand shower and ceiling-mounted Round-head shower, in brushed stainless steel.
5471S-061
Thermostatic mixer with two-way diverter, hand shower, wall-mounted round-head shower, in brushed stainless steel.
Beauty and health are guided by our sense of wellness and the virtues of simplicity. These factors, bolstered by function and elegance, infuse all VOLA products.
2471-0015T
Shown opposite, one-handle build-in mixer with diverter and wall-mounted head shower, in brushed stainless steel.

2281D
One-handle build-in mixer with wall-mounted head shower, in polished chrome.
COMBI-7
Thermostatic mixer with three-way diverter, hand shower, wall-mounted head shower and two body jets, in brushed stainless steel.

5251A
Thermostatic mixer with ceiling-mounted head shower, in brushed stainless steel.
Thermostatic mixer with hand shower and shower rail, in brushed stainless steel.
51715-165
Thermostatic mixer with hand shower, non-return valve and shower rail, in brushed stainless steel.

217219
One handle built-in mixer with hand shower and hand shower holder, in brushed stainless steel.
Waterfall Shower, in brushed stainless steel.
Shown left, thermostatic mixer with diverter, hand shower and wall-mounted head shower, in polished chrome.

590V
Shown below, one-handle mixer with swivel spout, in polished chrome.
Spa products
The Waterfall Shower and Kneipp Hose complete the wellness cycle, providing an invigorating flow of water to stimulate the body after the warmth of the spa.
The Waterfall Shower is a quintessential VOLA piece, delivering a therapeutic flow of cold water in a product that is sleek and discreet. Designed for home and commercial spa installations, the Waterfall Shower is a vital aspect of the spa experience, providing an invigorating cascade of water that cools and contracts blood vessels dilated by heat.

**COMBI-32**
Shown opposite, Waterfall Shower, Kneipp Hose and build-in stop valves, in brushed stainless steel.
COMBI-21
Thermostatic mixer with three-way diverter
Round-head shower, hand shower and body jets, in brushed stainless steel.
Round Series
4321 RS10
Build-in basin taps, each with an on-off sensor, in brushed stainless steel, shown with two electronic soap dispensers, in black, with brushed stainless steel surround.

RS2
Shown below, build-in tissue dispenser, in black with brushed stainless steel surround.

RS1
Shown below, build-in waste bin, in black with brushed stainless steel surround.
Detailed design, material purity and high-technology combine to make the fully integrated RS10 soap dispenser an aesthetically pure component of any washroom. Motion detectors dispense the perfect portion of foam or liquid soap, while the 4321 sensor-operated tap delivers water with a wave of the hand.

4321 RS10
Build-in basin tap with on-off sensor, in brushed stainless steel, shown with electronic soap dispenser in black, with brushed stainless steel surround.

RS10
Electronic soap dispenser, in black, with brushed stainless steel surround.

4321
Shown opposite, build-in basin tap with on-off sensor, in brushed stainless steel.
From Jacobsen’s earliest designs onwards, the circular form has defined the VOLA aesthetic. The award-winning Round Series is a unified system of circular elements, from the Round-head shower to tissue holder and waste bin, that allows designers to create harmonious, holistic interiors.

RS2
Shown opposite, build-in tissue dispenser, in black, shown with 4321 sensor tap, RS10 electronic soap dispenser and RS1 build-in waste bin, in brushed stainless steel.

RS1
Build-in waste bin, in black, with brushed stainless steel surround.

RS3
Retrofit waste bin, in white, with brushed stainless steel surround.
Towel warmers
T39
Shown above, build-in modular heated towel rail, in brushed stainless steel.

FS1
Shown right, free-standing bath mixer with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
Our commitment to sculptural modularity is epitomised by the T39 towel rail. Pairing a meticulously refined aesthetic with a simple modular system, the installation can be expanded from three to twenty rails with custom defined inter-rail spacing from 100 to 300 mm. A separate control aligns precisely with the cantilevered elements. Electric or central heating options available.

T39
Shown opposite, build-in modular heated towel rail, in polished chrome.
The effortless simplicity of the T39 enhances the architectural harmony of any space.
Accessories
Opposite from left to right, top to bottom.

T10 Soap dispenser.
T3 Soap magnet.
T20 Mirror holder.
T17 Towel hooks.
T23 Grab rail.
T12 Toilet roll holder.
T14 Spare toilet roll holder.
RS83E Electronic dual flow cistern flush.
T12-BP Toilet roll holder, without back plate.
T33 Toilet brush holder for wall mounting.
A34 Trap.

All in brushed stainless steel other than the T3, shown in polished chrome.
T36
Soap dispenser, in polished chrome.

A63
Unslotted push-operated waste plug, in polished chrome.

A62
Slotted push-operated waste plug, in polished chrome.

T34
Shower rail with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
The perfect companion piece to our iconic Round Series shower head, the T60 hand shower gives you flawless control over your bathing experience. Paired with the precise purity of a matching shower rail, it can either be fixed in place or held in the hand.

**T60**
Shown opposite, hand shower, with hose, in brushed stainless steel.

**T65**
Shower rail with hand shower, in brushed stainless steel.
Made in Denmark
VOLA does colour unlike any other manufacturer, rigorously tested to ensure unblemished surfaces. From the very first Jacobsen-designed taps, colours have been part of the VOLA world.

Today’s vivid palette of ultra hard-wearing powder-coated finishes provides even more choice for dynamic interior design.
EXCLUSIVE COLOUR SERIES

The VOLA Exclusive Range takes our craftsmanship and detailing to another level. Produced specifically for contracts, these exquisite finishes represent the ultimate in bespoke design. The precious coatings include warm golds and vibrant coppers which showcase the same exceptional technical detailing and level of surface quality as regular VOLA finishes.
Colour brings design to life. VOLA has brought colour to interiors since the earliest days of its Jacobsen range.

Today’s collection of standard finishes and bold colours adds new shape and structure to VOLA products. The colours begin life as powder, transferred electrostatically to the fitting and then baked to create an unblemished and highly durable surface.

**VOLA STANDARD FINISHES**

40  Brushed Stainless Steel  
16  Polished Chrome  
20  Brushed Chrome  
19  Natural Brass

**VOLA COLOUR**

08  Yellow  
05  Orange  
14  Bright Red  
21  Carmine Red

06  Light Green  
12  Mocca  
27  Matt Black  
17  Gloss Black

09  Dark Grey  
18  White  
02  Grey  
25  Pink

04  Light Blue  
15  Dark Blue
The VOLA Academy was created to share our many decades of knowledge with designers and architects, specifiers and installers. The Academy invites experts to share their knowledge and inspiration, enabling our factory to educate as well as create. It has become a place where our history is shared, our processes are demonstrated and the art of specifying and installing VOLA products is explained.
GREEN PROCESSES WITHIN VOLA

Water is life. Without purity and a minimal environmental footprint, we risk compromising the one element the company is dedicated to serve. Sustainability is therefore fundamental to the VOLA way of business. VOLA products are designed to last generations, with interchangeable components allowing for simple servicing and upgrades. Water flow is regulated and controlled to meet the most rigorous standards, promoting efficiency in home and office environments.

Our skilled workforce is empowered to improve production processes and seek out inefficiencies. Hand processes that have evolved over decades dominate the factory, while automation is used only to enhance function, quality and durability.
Our streamlined systems and factory processes ensure excess waste is minimised. All materials are used with maximum efficiency, with close to 100% of recycled waste matter returned to suppliers. VOLA only sources from approved suppliers, transforming the very best quality brass or stainless steel into finishes that are truly precious.

The company’s internal system of quality management oversees procurement and innovation, ensuring VOLA has received a steady stream of awards, approvals and accreditations.
VOLA ACCREDITATIONS

VOLA transforms the finest raw materials into the finest products to create an investment for life. Quality control is essential and at every stage of the production process, the company’s strict procedures ensure that materials are of the highest grade, finishes are perfect and mechanisms meet exacting standards. VOLA has the following quality approvals:

KV15
Two-handle mixer with swivel spout, in polished chrome.
VOLA AWARDS
VOLA continues to win awards, with every new product representing a fusion of timeless design and manufacturing excellence. From the debut of Arne Jacobsen’s very first creation, through to contemporary products designed by Aarhus Arkitekterne, the architects of the VOLA headquarters, the company has been synonymous with innovation and elegance, exhibited and honoured internationally. VOLA ensures that water, wellness, health and happiness are integral elements of contemporary architecture.

VOLA IS VERY PROUD TO HAVE BEEN CHOSEN FOR THE FOLLOWING AWARDS:

1969 ID-prisen
1981 Internationaler Innenarchitektur-Preis für Ausbau-Produkte
1990 Busse Longlife Design Award
1995 ID-klassiker prisen
2003 GOOD DESIGN Award 2003. VOLA HV1
Presented by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design
2005 GOOD DESIGN Award 2005. VOLA 050
Presented by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design
2006 Home Award – The American Kitchen and Bath Award. VOLA 050
2007 GOOD DESIGN Award 2007. VOLA FS1
Presented by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design
2009 GOOD DESIGN Award 2009. VOLA FS3, VOLA T39
Presented by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design
2011 PlusX-Award. VOLA Round Series won four prizes: Best in Innovation, Design, Functionality and Best Product of the Year 2011 (VOLA RS1) in our category
2011 GOOD DESIGN Award 2011. VOLA FS1
Presented by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design
2013 German Design Award 2013. VOLA FS1
2013 GOOD DESIGN Award 2013. VOLA 060
Presented by The Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design
2014 German Design Award 2014. VOLA 060
2014 Interior Innovation Award 2014. VOLA RS10
2015 German Design Award 2015. VOLA RS10
2015 ICONIC AWARDS 2015. VOLA T60
2015 GOOD DESIGN Award 2015. VOLA T60
2016 German Design Award 2016. VOLA 080W
2016 German Design Award 2016. Special mention to VOLA T60
2016 ICONIC Award 2016 – Interior Innovation: VOLA 070W

SELECTED FOR DESIGN COLLECTIONS AT:

- Museum of Modern Art, New York
- Museum für Angewandte Kunst, Köln
- Cincinnati Art Museum, Cincinnati
- Staatliches Museum für angewandte Kunst, Munich
- Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
- Kunstindustrimuseet, Copenhagen

OVER THE YEARS, VOLA HAS BEEN SELECTED FOR INCLUSION IN MANY PRESTIGIOUS PROJECTS, INCLUDING:

- The Museum der Moderne in Salzburg
- The Scottish Parliament Building in Edinburgh
- Assemble Nationale in Paris
- Vlaams Parlement in Brussels
- Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich
- The German Parliament in Berlin
- Federal Chancellor’s Office in Berlin
- 30 St Mary Axe in London by Norman Foster and Partners
- The National Museum of Modern Art of Tokyo
- The Victoria and Albert Museum in London
- Museo Reina Sofia in Madrid
- Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna
- Oslo Opera House
- Musikhus Aarhus in Denmark
- Ato Shanxi Art Museum in Denmark
- The Royal Danish Playhouse in Copenhagen
- Park Hyatt Seoul Hotel in South Korea
- Aldar Central Market in Abu Dhabi
- Armani Hotel Dubai in Dubai
- The Landmark Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Hong Kong
- Mondrian London Hotel in London by Tom Dixon
- Royalton Hotel in New York
- Collège des Bernardins in Paris
Designed and produced by:

Identity Ltd, London
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